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This manual details procedures and expectations for all members of the research

group. It also includes quickstart guides for common lab tasks. Group and

community members are welcome to view the manual, make comments, and

propose changes.

Detailed instructions for commenting and proposing changes are provided in the

README file of the manual’s GitHub repository.

Mission

Our mission is to support the resilience of societal units (from global to individual)

to dynamic environmental risks by informing impact-management strategies.

These strategies are understood in the broad sense, and can include mitigating

new risks or adapting to existing or anticipated ones. Through mission-oriented

basic research, we develop tools and methods to transparently and collaboratively

inform decision-making to help improve equity and be responsive to diverse sets

of stakeholder preferences and values.

Core Values

Our research group adheres to several values which inform the procedures and

expectations outlined in this manual.

We strive for excellence in all of our activities.

We do not hide our procedures or products. Our research is accessible to all levels

of society. When we make mistakes, we recognize them and do our best to fix them.

Contributing

Excellence

Transparency

https://github.com/srikrishnan-lab/lab-manual
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We seek out members, collaborators, and community partners from diverse

backgrounds and who represent diverse perspectives and preferences.

We recognize the existence and impacts of systematic inequalities and work to

promote fairness and justice. We strive to provide all of our members,

collaborators, and partners with equitable platforms for engagement.

We view scientific research as collaborative, not competitive, and want our group

members and collaborators to have agency over and ownership of their research.

We want the right people doing the right work at the right time. We leverage our

differences and diversity to improve our capacity to achieve breakthroughs.

We recognize the essential importance of taking care of one’s physical, mental, and

emotional well-being.

Credit

This organization and content of this lab manual borrows heavily from several

documents written by:

the Doss-Gollin Research Group at Rice University

Lab Carpentry

the Computer-Oriented Geoscience Lab at the University of Liverpool

the Aly Lab at Columbia University

the Murdock Lab here at Cornell

the Kaleel Jamison Consulting Group.

Diversity
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Inclusivity

Health and Well-Being
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https://jamesdossgollin.me/lab-guide/
https://rice.edu
https://lab-carpentry.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.compgeolab.org/manual/
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/
https://github.com/alylab/labmanual
http://columbia.edu
https://www.themurdocklab.com/
https://kjcg.com/
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